
 

 

  
Hints and features:

The Traxion 85 is a standard tractor tyre
for mid-range tractors.
Its special tread pattern with curved lugs
and rounded shoulders enables high
traction while protecting the soil.
Its flexible casing ensures a big contact
area for good ground pressure
distribution.
Its special casing construction with
increased volume allows for increased
load capacity compared to the older
generation standard tyres.
The bead is reinforced by additional
plies, ensuring optimum stability even at
higher speeds or on slopes.
Furthermore, the tyre distinguishes itself
through low slip, high ride comfort and a
long service life.

   Reifen 480 / 80 R 50, TRAXION 85
 159 A8 / 159 B, TL
 (18.4R50), Vredestein

  Product-No.: 14826550

  
  Technical Information:

  Product number 14826550

Tyre Size 480 / 80 R 50

R / D Radial

TL / TT TL

LI / SI 159 A8 / 159 B

Tread TRAXION 85

Manufacturer Vredestein

Recom. Rim DW16L

Permissible rim W14L, DW14L, W15L, DW15L,
W16L

Width mm 500

Outer diameter mm 2045

Static radius mm 950

Rolling circumference mm 6225

Payload in kg at kph (1) 4375 / 40

Payload in kg at kph (2) 4375 / 50

Inflation pressure bar 2,40

Weight kg 209,67

Tyre content 75% litre 550

Stud height mm 49,0

Certified ECE 106

Nominal width [mm] 480

Aspect ratio 80

Direction bound Yes

Tread symmetry symmetrisch

All technical information in this website is based on the information provided by the manufacturers. The content is non-binding and serves solely for information purposes

Bohnenkamp Suisse AG does not take liability for anything related to these details. Any liability for any immediate or indirect damages, claims for damages,
consequential damages of any kind or from any legal ground, which ensued from the use of information on this website, is, provided this is lawful, utterly ruled out.
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